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    A few years ago an article by Adam Frank, in the magazine Popular Science offered this mind 
bending title, “There Is No Such Thing as Time.”  If this were true…  When do I need to leave for 
work?  When would class begin?  How many months until summer?  How old am I actually?   
 
    In the article, Dr. Julian Barbour PhD, a British physicist who does research in the areas of 
Quantum Gravity and the history of Science states, “If you try to get your hands on time, it’s 
always slipping through your fingers… People are sure time is there, but they can’t get a hold of 
it… My feeling is they can’t get a hold of it because it isn’t there at all.”     
 
   Isaac Newton thought of time as a river flowing at the same rate everywhere.  Einstein 
changed this picture by unifying space and time into a single 4 dimensional definition.   But 
even Einstein failed to challenge the concept of time as measure of change.  In Dr. Barbour’s 
view, the equation must be turned on its head, suggesting instead that change actually provides 
the illusion of time.  The transformation from one form to another, movement from one place 
to another gives the illusion that time is passing.  In contrast Barbour sees each individual 
moment as a whole, complete and existing in its own right.  He calls these moments “nows.” He 
writes, “As we live, we seem to move through a succession of nows.”  
 
    Barbour illustrates “nows” when he writes, “The cat that jumps is not the same cat that 
lands.”   Reality becomes these “nows” taken together as a whole.    
 
   So that is interesting and thought provoking but we didn’t come to Emanuel for a science 
lesson.  We are here for a gospel lesson; good news.  I shared this article because time plays an 
important role in the first chapter of Mark’s gospel. 
 
   The opening words of gospel are a time reference, “In the beginning.”  Then we hear, “As 
written in the prophet Isaiah.”  Time is marked again when Jesus is baptized and the heavens 
are torn apart, the Spirit descends and a voice comes from God.  Time is marked again over the 
40 days Jesus spent strengthened by God’s Sprit to resist temptation.  Time is marked again in 
our passage today which opens with the narrator telling us, “John was arrested.”  Mark’s gospel 
opens with all these markers of time.  Finally 14 verses into chapter 1 we hear Jesus’ first 
words, and he says, “The time is fulfilled, and the kingdom of God has come near; repent and 
believe the good news.”  In Jesus we find the intersection of time and event, message and 
action, change and now.  God’s kingdom has been inaugurated in the person of Jesus.  In Jesus 
we see God here and now.   
 
   The Greek language has two words for time.  Chronos which is time as we usually think of it, 
“Like Sands through an hourglass, so are the Days of our lives.”  But the second word is Kairos, 
which is often called God’s time.  It includes those moments we experience time as standing 
still as we become filled with awe at God’s beauty and goodness.   



    Kairos includes this idea that God’s kingdom is already here, yet not completely fulfilled.  
Kairos is God’s unfolding, God’s self-revelation which calls forth our commitment to God and to 
all God has made.  I think we do a disservice when we talk about God’s kingdom breaking in to 
do God’s will; as if God is aloof, coming from another time, another place, to ‘break in,’ to our 
world.  God is here, around us and within us and yet not equated with us but so much more.  
God is here calling us to become our better selves. 
 
   Our Savior speaks his first words in the gospel of Mark and we are invited to see the fullness 
of God’s Kingdom present here and now.  Then, Jesus connects this good news not to a date on 
the calendar, but to our work of repenting, believing, following and “fishing.”  That is how our 
lives will ultimately be measured.   
 
     Karios, God’s time, suggests Life is a lived in our choices.  The good life is marked by the 
opportunities we accept to share the good news, comfort others, work for justice, not by digital 
numbers on a clock or phone.  Life is marked by following, fishing, loving, repenting – human 
and institutional transformation and the sharing of unconditional love mark the passage of life.  
Think about a memorial service you attended honoring the life of a loved one.  How much time 
was spent referring to the person’s biological age?  Compare that to the amount of time spent 
talking about way they left a beautiful imprint upon the hearts of others.   We mark time and 
life this way because God is already here, the kingdom is already among us, love is powerfully 
present. 
 
      Each of us lives and moves and has our being in God.  We are connected, interconnected in 
fact to God, and to all that God loves. God is always present, waiting, ready to be discovered 
and followed.  And in Jesus we receive a human event unveiling this divine nature and calling us 
into God’s time.   
 
    In much the same way as Dr. Barbour suggests change creates the illusion of time, Jesus’ first 
words in Mark’s Gospel suggest change, growth, and transformation are the measurement of a 
life, fully lived… not the months or years we total up.   
 
     Kairos turns things around.  In God’s kingdom we don’t repent to usher in a time of 
redemption, we repent because God’s has already redeemed us.  We don’t become fishers to 
meet a quota that will summon in God’s reign, but because we know God’s love so fully we 
want to share it with others.  We don’t follow Jesus with hopes one day we might find him, we 
trust Jesus has already come into our hearts and called us to follow him.  The Reign of God is a 
precondition of our discipleship, not a product of it.. 
 
   The Rock Musical RENT, later turned into a movie, tells the story of a community of 
impoverished young artists and friends struggling to survive in New York City's East Village in 
the thriving days of Bohemian Alphabet City, under the shadow of HIV/AIDS.   
 
   For these young people time took on a different meaning.  One song in the musical called 
“Seasons of Love,” is performed by the entire cast each of whom are at different places in their 
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relationships.  Some facing the loss of love, some excited about newly found love, others 
hopeless about love at all.   The lyrics of this number ask what the proper way is to value a year 
of human life… The answer comes right away in the opening verse and refrain…   
  
    “Five hundred twenty five thousand six hundred minutes, Five hundred twenty five thousand 
moments, oh dear.   Five hundred twenty five thousand six hundred minutes.  How do you 
measure, measure a year? 
    
    In daylights, in sunsets, in midnights, in cups of coffee, in inches, in miles, in laughter, in 
strife…  in five hundred twenty five thousand six hundred minutes, How do you measure, a year 
in the life? 
 
How about love?  Measure in love!” 
 
    Today Jesus reveals to us the eternal presence of the Kingdom of God, God’s program for 
making everything right here on earth as it is in heaven.  And as he called those disciples over 
2000 years ago, he calls each of us here and now, to measure our lives in love.   
 
 


